




























Industrial visit to Chokra Amrit Soap Company

An industrial visit to "chokra amrit soap company" was organised by Sri

Aurobindo College of Commerce and Management as on 6th September,

2019 for B.com 3'd semester students. 55 students along with trvo faculty

members Prof. Priya Bali and Prof. Swati Gupta left the college premise at

9:30 am. The owner of the factory Mr. Rajesh Gupta along with the

employees gave awarrn welcome to the students and the profbssors.

The students were divided into two groups. The authorities formalised the

students with the soap making process- conversion of crude oil into fatty

acid and ester oil, filteration, punfication , de-odourisation and adding of

fragrances.the students then saw the ready material getting converted into

soap noodles and soap cakes.

The group then headed towards another unit to sce bottling of mustered oil

and preparation of steric acid liom processed fatty acid.

As the factory tour came to an end, refieshments were provided and the

company products were given as complimentary gifts.

Overall, it was a very interactive and informative session for everyone
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Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Ltd. Ludhiana visit olan

Number of students = 70, from B.Com-llnd Sem, Section-C

Faculty Members : Ms Puja Jain ( Subject : HR ), Ms Amarjeet Kaur

Date & Time: 28th January, Departure 9:30 am

-

o Production and Operations management

o Attracting and Retaining Labour- HR dept

' Detailecl plan

L. On anival visitors would be apprised of the \rNGL business and its main activities.

2. The group will be divided into 2-3 subgroups for better understanding.

3. The subgroups will be taken for a round of VNGL plant, where the students will

clear their queries by asking questions from the escorting official.

4. Post-round any question which is stitt unanswered will be handled by senior

officials

5. It will take approximately l-1.5 hour.

About tlre Cornpant'

I Joint Venture between Vardhman Textiles Ltd & Nisshinbo Japan

I Business : Shirts Manufacturing

r Clients India : Louis Philippe, Van Heusen, Color Plus

I World- Aoki Japan, Aeon Japan & Tokyo Shirts Japan

Contact Person:-Ms Sapna Tiwari 08146625709

Spociet Prcceutions and Rules-ts-follow during factory visit.

1. A general responsible adult-person common-sense to follow.
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Report on industrial visit to Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Ltd. Ludhiana

Sri Aurobindo College of Commerce and Management organised an industrial visit to

Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Ltd, Ludhiana on 28th January, 2020 for the students

of B.Com first year (section C). fh,e company is a joint venture between Vardhman

Group and Japan-based Nisshinbo Textiles Inc. The Company is into manufacturing

high-end premium quality shirts for large retail brands. Its clients include Aoki Japan,

Aeon Japan & Tokyo Shirts Japan, Louis Philippe, Van Heusen, Color Plus, Wills

Lifestyle. The students were divided into two batches. They visited the manufacturing

site where they observed the various stages involved in the manufacturing of a shirt.

After the plant visit, they interacted with Ms. Deepika Sukhija, Senior Manager - HR,

IR and Administration who answered their questions related to HR concepts like

training, leaves, engagement, challenges. They got to know about the practices

adopted by the company for retaining the workers. She also discusse<i about the

incentives and other measures taken by the company in order to encourage employees

for better performance. It was an enriching experience, as students could understand

the practical application of the theoretical concepts studied by them in the classroom.

The students were accompanied by Prof. Puja Jain and Prof. Amarjit Kaur.
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Report : Visit to ludhiana Beverases (COCA COLA PLANT] on 29th Feb 2020

The college organized an industrial visit for the students of BBA 2nd Sem Section B to the COCA

COLA plant in Hoshiarpur. 36 students along with two facultl, members visited the plant.

A bus was arranged for the students. Students were supposed to report at7:20 am at the college

premises itself and a quick attendance was taken students boarded the bus by 7:30 am and left

the college by7:45. Students reached the plant around LL'O clock, where at the entrance, the

students and teachers were provided safety jackets and visitor badges. Further on the students

were taken to the induction area and fortaught certain prucautions and rules to be followed

inside the plant. The instructer Parampal singh explained the rules through a presentation. The

students were taken in groups of L2 -13 students each.

The factory had three manufacturing lines that is juices, water and aerated drinks. Being a food

industry, hygiene was their top priority. They were so particular that before entering the

manufacturing unit that the students were supposed to sanitize their hands and wear masks and

cover their hair. Firstly, the students were taken to the area where bottle filling and capping was

done. Due to high sensitivity, students were only allowed to see these processes from a glass

window. Then the instructor explained antl showed the stur,ents how the water was heated at

25 degrees, and mixed with sugar and secret syrup supplied by Coca-Cola USA. The machinery

used was hi-tech and staff particularly ensured hygiene. Then, the students were shown the

testing area where every manufactured bottle has to pass more than 160 food tests including

shelf life and contents test, ensuring each bottle matched the levels of quality. Thereafter, bottles

were moved to the packaging unit. The students were allowed to see each and every part of the

area. There were machines to lift the packages, tape them and put them on shelfs. The manual

work was limited and every worker followed rules to maintain hygiene also they were given

scores my their inspector on the basis of how well they follo"r hygiene friendly methods.

Students were then taken to the next segment rr.rhere water was filtered. The process started

with extracting 5000 gallons of water with the help of bore and storing in the tanks. Further the

water was sent for 6 level purification. First, the water was clorinated to kill harmful bacteria then

llified in
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next two processes included rock bed, then in fourth leve!, the effect of ch
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fifth step. The RO filter was used to purify water and finally in the last step UV rays were passed

to get the final water that we get in KINLEY bottles. The water is used in making Coke and juices

also.The water is transferred to respective areas through pipeline in the factory The stay was

concluded with a small interactive session with one of the instructor.

After leaving the plant the next stop was RANGLA PUNJAB where students got to eat exquisite

delicacies of Punjab. Students took pictures and danced. Then the students left the place and

were back at the college by 8pm.

Such educational excursions not only enhance the knowledge of the students but also broaden

their outlook towards the outside world
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REPORT ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO DRY PORT

An industrial visit to Inlogistics Innovative B2B Logistics was organized for

students of BBA Fifth semester (Section B) on September 22nd 2018. The

students departed from college at9:15. The visit provided valuable insights to

students in the field of International Business. Tne contact person at the port

Mr..D.P. Gupta gave the students a tour of their facility and answered their

queries. He enlightened the students on the various types of containers that are

dealt with on the dry port. A practical demonstration of how these containers are

lifted and placed on the railway carriages was shown. The use of precision in

handling "Refrigerated containers" to transport perishable items was also talked

about. The formalities required in the process of export/import documentation

and custom clearance were also elaborated. The new developments by the

government to enhance accountabiliry through efforts like installing of a GPS

tracking seal were also discussed. Overall, the visit contributed in enhancing the

knowledge of students.
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PIan of Visit

l. Total number of students : 40-45
2. Class: BBA V B
3. Teachers

1. Ms Sugandh Ahuja

4. Date & Time to start from college ':.22nd September 2018,9:30am to reach there

by l0:30 am

Innovative B2B Logistics Solutions Private Ltd. (lnlogistics), (Formerly Innovative
B2B Logistics Solutions Ltd. ) entered into a concession agreement under with the

Ministry of Railways Government of India to undertake container train movement
on Indian Railway network. Inlogistics is the First Private Container Train operator
to start operations. Inlogistics started operations from April l, 2007 and currently
operates 14 container trains and 3,000+ containers with focus on domestics container
cargo movement.

It also operates a state of an art rail linked inland container deport (ICD) spread over
about 40 acres of land in Ludhiana (Punjab). It provides the following services:-

a

a

o

End to End Logistic Solutions with rail as a back bone.

Operate Rail linked terminals.

Provide auxiliary services linked to rail logistics.

'i ; '], li !' ,. ' i ,?urpose of the visit

l. Importance of Ports and containers in International trade (export/import business).

2. Types of containers

3. Statutory formalities to start export/import business.

4. Process of export/import documentation or custom clearance

5. General issues that arise frequently, and cautions in exporting

4z

{

Contact person Detail:- Mr. Ravinder Rana- 08146658980
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Visit to Inlogistics Innovative B2B Logistics dry port. Ludhiana



REPORT

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO AGRO FOOD PVT.LTD."

by Harmanbeer Singh Woroich (Bcom lA)

On 3'd November,2}ls,Industrial visit was organized by college authorities to enrich the

knowledge of the students with the state of art manufacturing, processing and technology

adopted by a reknowned company. Students observed various processes required for

manufacturing of milk products. The plant is fully automated and proper care of hygiene

and purity of products is taken care of. There are cordial relutions between superiors and

subordinates and proper care of their needs is taken, which motivate them to work

effectively and efficiently. Students developed a broader horizon on functioning of

management. The owner Mr Jaspreet Singh shared that thirst to serve the society with

quality products at reasonable prices and dedication of his father is the reason behind

organization's success. The students and teachers enjoyed buttermilk and curd offered by

organization. Students enjoyed the visit and extended their knowledge.

By Ms Kamalpreet kaur

The industrial visit of bcom went to Supreme Agrofoods Pvt. Limited . The factory
produces milk products from past 7-8 years.

The students were welcomed warmly by the staff and Were taken to a visit around the
plant. The process of unloading of milk from tanks, there quality testing, cooling of milk,
pasteurization, condensation, churning of milk, separation of fat from butter, making of
milk powder, ghee and curd and packing of all the end products were shown to the students.

The staff was very particular about cleanliness and used eco-friendly methods like using
rice husk to steam the milk as it has the least effects on environment. The students learned

a lot new things of controlling and planning from the plant owner. The students witnessed
how concepts of management had real life application. The visit was very fulfilling and

knowledgeable.
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We had a great experience over there and were given a very good welcome and response
by the manager and owner over there . We got to know about the processing of ghee , butter

, curd and lassi . The final product was made by passing the milk from cow through the
process of pasteurizing, condensation, heating and cooling it immediately . We were also

shown the separation of fat with the help of machines , demo of how the fat is tested . Last
but not the least was the packaging of the products where we saw that how with the help
of machines itself the cartels with large quantity are made . All in all we really got to know
about their working and the control system was very accurate and managed hourly .

Cleanliness was present in the entire industry . We are very lucky that we got a chance to
visit this place and get knowledge about planning and controlling of industry.

By Vridhi Jain
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Ludhiana

Plan of Visit

1 . Total number of students : 60-65

2. Class: B.Com Ist Sem A
3. Teachers

l. Ms Amarjeet Kaur
2. Ms Esha Jain

4. Date & Time to start from college 3rd Nov 2018,9:00am to reach there by 9:45

arn

Besides acquainting the students with the state of art manufacturing,

processes, and technology adopted by a renowned company, students will

interact with the concerned person for getting practical insights on the below

topics :-

l. Planning

2. Control

Supreme Agro was incorporated in 1996 and it took I I years to become "Supreme

Agro Foods Plt. Ltd." Their vision was to enter the manufacturing segment on a

small scale. Now, they are working towards providing high- quality products from

their processing plants, locally and internationally. In 2014, by installing new plant

and advancing as per the changing time, they have augmented the processing

capacity ranging from 2 Lakh litres to 5 Lakh litres per day. Supreme Agro follows

an integrated business model and is equipped with the latest technology available

globally. The state-of-the-art facilities conform to international quality standards

€
2
!i

which have resulted in superior quality products at an excellent value

Brief about place of visit

61.



Keeping in mind the changing consumer of today, Supreme Agro has realigned its

product portfolio to resonate with the needs of the modern consumer. All the items

on the Supreme menu come with the promise of quality and consistency.

The company has set up the largest and strongest procurement network for procuring

milk from farmers. Supreme enjoys a preferred buyer status with the farmers on

account of the relationships built over a period of time.

Brands

Uttam Products- Milk, Ghee, Curd etc

Anmol Dairy Creamer/Dairy Whitener

Contact person Detail Mr. Kulwant Singh ( Owner ) 98140-22705
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REPORT

TITLE : INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO .SANKESHWAR PACKAGING PVT. LTD'

9th March,20l9

A batch of first year students visited Sankeshwar Packaging Pvt. Ltd., a corrugated boxes
manufacturing unit . Mr. Parth Jain addressed the students and briefed them about the
functioning of the unit. There were two separate units inside the factory the smaller unit was a
manual and semi automated unit and the larger unit was a unit where manufacturing was
automated.

In the manualunit all processes were carried on by the workers . A series of steps were

being followed.

o The first step was to manufacture a two ply corrugated cardboard sheet of
appropriate size.

o The sheet was then pasted to a brown coloured paper with help of glue.

o The sheets were then arranged and stitching was done to make a three ply corrugated

box. The thickness could be varied from three ply to five ply corrugated box.

This unit was being used to meet small orders .

The students were then taken to the other unit where they were shown the raw material used

for making boxes. The paper uSed varies in quality. One type of paper is being made from
sugarcane bagasse while the virgin paper which is superior in quality is imported from USA ,

Finland and UK. The machines used inside were imported from tsombay. In order to train the

workers they took assistance from OEMs and then the co-workers were motivated to train the

new joinees.

. The first step is to manufacture a corrugated sheet for which steam is

used to heat up the machines.

o Once the two ply sheet is ready, it is pasted with a plain brown paper with the help of
a glue.
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o The sheets are then passed through a conveyor belt and are cut into required sizes.

Sizes can be adjusted with the help of computerised automatic system.
o The sheets are stacked on one side and were taken to another machine for printing.
r Different blocks of different designs are used for printing. Along with printing the

sheets are also cut into required size and are ready to be converted into a box.
o Last step is of stitching the sheets to make a ready to use corrugated box Two types of

rolls are used one made up of iron and other made up of brass. The former one is cheaper

and is more prone to rust as compared to the later one,
o The boxes are then stacked, put in separate boxes and are ready to be delivered.

Then the students were shown the boiler plant which supplied the steam to heat up the
machines. Wood is the main fuel used in the boiler plant as it is more cost effective and

eco-friendiy. The pressure reducer is used to reduce the pressure ofsteam from l6 kilos
to 8 kilos to suit plant requirements .

The session was interactive and students got a first hand experience how the manufacturing
activity is actually done at shop floor level. Mr. Deepak Jain said that they are looking forward
to expand their business and doing more automation by installing fork lifts in the near future.
He also wished good luck to students for their future and advised them to leam technicalities
of manufacturing process. An overview regarding the management of the unit was also given.
Thc session concluded with a refreshment for the students.
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l. Total number of students : 60-65

2. Class: B.Com II C
3. Teachers

1. Ms Leenu Narang
2. Ms Puja Jain

4. Date & Time to start from college :: 9th Mar 2019,9:30am to reach there by
10:30 am

, l Brief about place of visit

Sankeshwar Packaging Pvt Ltd is involved in Manufacturing - Paper & Paper
Products
Company is producing corrugated boxes and bobins on which yarn is wrapped for
further usage.

Company has installed state of'art automated technology plant for manufacturing its
products in20l6.

l. To see a plant having technology of automated manufacturing

2. To understand the payoff for installing such technology in terms of efficiency,

quality and serviceability

Contact person Detail Mr. Parth Jain - 9915753294

6o'

Visit to Sankeshwar Packaging Pvt Ltd. Ludhiana

Purpose of the visit
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REPORT

TITLE : INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO COCA COLA LBPL

I lth March,2019

A batch ofthird year students visited coca cola plant, a tetra packaging and manufacturing unit.
The students were addressed and briefed about the functioning of the unit. There were two
separate units inside the factory- tetra packaging was a semi automated unit and the bottling
unit was a unit where manufacturing was automated.

A series of steps were being followed.

o The first step was to adding essence to the pulp to produce juices. There were

different pulps for different juices. The essence was used commonly in all the juices

r Sugar syrup is added to the juices.

. The juice was packed into tetra packs and were transferred into boxes

r The boxes were sent to storage for further dispatch.

The students were then taken to the other unit where they were shown packing of coca cola.

o The first step is to wash and disinfect the bottles.

o Computerized systems and software are used to check the authenticity of bottles.

o The sugar syrup is added into the essence.

o The gas used to increase the fizz is passed into the bottles.

o Bottles are then crowned and sent for packaging into crates.
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a The crates are then stacked, put in storage and are ready to be delivered.

The session was interactive and students got a first hand experience how the manufacturing
activity is actually done. An overview regarding the management of the unit was also given.
The session concluded with a refreshment for the students.
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PIan of Visit

1. Total number of students : 40
2. Class: BBA VI A
3. Teachers

1. Ms Amarjit Kaur
2. Ms Japleen Kaur

4. Date & Time to start from college :: I lth Mar 2019, 9:30am to reach there by
10:45-11:00 am

Ludhiana Beverages Private Limited is a Private incorporated on 04 January 1994

It is involved in bottling of soft drinks. Company is one of the authorized Bottler of
The Coca Cola Company for the area.

1. To see the plant and understand the manufacturing process of soft drinks

2. To understand the business model of the company

3. Now a day, bottling industry is quite often disparaged for depleting ground

water. How company is dealing with such kind of disdain or complaints.

Contact person Detail Mr. Harpreet - 85588-08575

5?

Visit to Ludhiana Beverages Private Limited. Ludhiana

1 Purpose of the visit



Visit to Oster India. Ludhiana

Students of BBA II B with tow faculty members visited Jawandsons unit 02 of

Oster India on the lOth April 2019. This unit is primarily into garmenting of home

furnishing where cutting and sewing are two important operations of products to

manufactured

Mr. Sandeep, HR manager addressed the students and introduced them about the

functioning of the unit. He explained different HR audit, HR policy, management

structure and several other policies of the unit. They are involved in 100% exports

mainly to IKEA and Mothercare. They manufacture wide product range for these

brands.

During the session students interacted with the managers. All queries and doubts

of the students very addressed immediately and satisfactorily. Their Main focus is

on the managerial control and compliance of their customer's guidelines. Students

were explained what are the Key Perfonnance Indicators and their reward system

1XatZEry. Students gained practical knowledge on various subjects. After the

session all the students were offered refreshment. All the students expressed their

thanks to the officials for the given opportunity. The visit was highly useful for the

students in terms of practical knowledge about manufacturing operations and

controls
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Plan of Visit

l. Total number of students : 35-40
2. Class: BBA II B
3. Teachers

l. Ms Gurleen Kaur
2. Ms Esha Jain

4. Date & Time to start from college l0th Apr 2019,9:30am to reach there by
l0:15 am

Besides acquainting the students with the state of art manufacturing,

processes, and technology adopted by a renowned company, students will

interact with the concerned person for getting practical insights on the below

topics :-

l. HR: Various departments and hierarichal structure of the organization

2. The way Company markets its products- promotion and sales

i, I

Oster began humbly in 1970 from Ludhiana under the leadership of S. Jagmohan

Singh who set high targets for himself and those around him. The vision to provide

all its customers with unmatched quality and affordability led to the massive growth

of the company from a small scale unit to 5 state-of-the art units in just five decades.

The name Oster Group of Companies is today synonymous with unmatched comfort,

design, affordability and quality in its entire product range.

The growth pattern has seen it steadily improve its manufacturing systems and

processes - improving technical inputs, maximizing worker efficiency, integrating

a

Visit to Oster India. Ludhiana

1 Purpose of the Visit

Brief about place of visit
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different elements of the value chains and reducing operating costs. Oster is fully

integrated manufacturing set right from spinning, Knitting, weaving to dyeing,

printing and cuttirrg stitching packaging.

The company has set up the largest and strongest procurement network for procuring

milk from farmers.

Products

Home furnishing, Garments, Mattress, Bedsheet, Fabrics

Brands

Contact person Detail
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lndustrial visit of Bcom students to Brightstar Telecommunications lndia

Limited, Ludhiana dated 18th Aug'17

5. Quality testing

In Plastic moulding department, various moulding machines are producing plastic parts like

diater/buttons, receiver, and frame of the phone. In circuit board printing department, circuit boards are

being printed on automatic machines, and thereafter, circuit boards were being prepared by soldering

elechonic parts on it through a labour intensive single line flow preparatory line. Mostly women

workers were employed in this line. Thereafter, in another building, assembly section was there where

speakers, microphone, circuit board, and other parts were being put together to give final shape to the

phones. Quality testing department was testing the phones by using it, and monitoring the quality and

loudness of voice through sound level meters.

The plant is having 3 lines. During our visit, production on 2 lines was going on, and third line was idle.

Mr Vijendra Sharma, Manager, HR& Admin told that most of workers on shop floor are recruited from

ITIs.

The visit was very informative and students learnt about the Production, Plant Layout, and quality

control. It was geat leaming experience for students as well as faculty. They saw and leamt many new

things apart from relating already known theoretical aspects with practical insights.
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lndustrial visit of Bcom students to Brightstar Telecommunications tndia

Limited, Ludhiana dated 18th Aug'17

31-Aug-17

Faculty visited

Mi. linesh Jain Assistant Professor

Mr. Mahesh Kumar, Assistant Professor

Details of visiting students

B.Com lll Sem-B = 35

Visit timings: 10:00 to 2:00 pm

College organised an Industrial visit for the BCom tII Sem Students to a manufacturing unit of the

Brightstar telecommunications, Hambhran Road, Ludhiana.

On arriving port at 10:45 am, students were briefed Brightstar telecommunications Ltd. Company is

producing about 10,000 units of Landlines phones per day. On order, sometime they produce modem, and

mobile phones also. There major customer in India is BSNL. They get ample amount of exports order

also for countries like Africa and South America. They are among top the three supplier Worldover,

producing high quality reliable land line phones. Then safety measures to be complied during the visit

were told by Mr Vijendra Sharma,HR& Admin Manager. [t was told that taking photographs inside

premises of manufacturing unit is prohibited .

Thereafter students visited the plant. Manufacturing unit was mainly divided into following 5 departments

I

I

I

l. Plastic Moulding

2. Circuit board printing

3. Circuit board preparation

4. Assembly
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Sharma <vUend ra. sharma@brig htstarcorp. in> wrote:

ok

Thanks & Regards

Vijendra Kumar Sharma
Executive-HR & Welfare
Email Add: viiendra. sharma@briohtstarcoro. in

Mob: 98151-19500 | Landline: 0161-2871273 | Fax: 0161-2871361

Brightstar Telecommunications lndia Limited
Plot No.01-04, Rural lndustrial Complex,
Village Humbran, Distt: Ludhiana-1411 10

www.briohtstarcorp.i n

F rom : M a hes h Kum a r [m a i lto : mahc3396@smejLaen]
Sent: 09 August 2017 15:53
To: Vijendra Sharma <vUendra.sharma@briqhtstarcorp.in>

Cc: Jinesh Jain <iineshjainSl@omail.com>; Dr. R.L Behl
<drrlbehl@omail.com>; Harindersingh Bhandal
< briqbha n da I (O red iffm ai l. com >

Subject: Re: lndustrial visit ; Sri Aurobindo College

Respected Sir,

Refer our telecon today, We are planning the visit on 18th Aug'17
( Friday ) of about 30-40 students. We shall reach there by
10:30-10:45 am

Looking forward to the confirmation from your side

Thanks and Regards,

Mahesh Kumar
Assistant Professor
Sri Aurobindo College of Commerce & Management
Vill. Jhande,
Ludhiana -142021
Phone: 0L6L-280422
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REPORT ON INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO VARDHMAN

Students of B.Com IIkd sem B Section accompanied by Dr. Leenu Narang and

Ms. Esha Jain visited IT Data Centre of Vardhman on 18-08-17. The visit

aimed at familiarising students with the e-commerce/IT infrastructure at

Vardhman like ERP, Servers, Mail client etc., understanding,

how IT infrastructure . is seamlessly integrating various departments like

marketing, planning production, despatch, accounting etc and improving their

efficiency and also how it is helping in unification of various Vardhman units

in M.P, H.P, Punjab to create one whole 'Vardhman group'. The visit helped

the students gain an insight into the use of such infrastructure and benefit

accrued or likely to accrue therefrom in terms of cost, manpower saving or

improving efficiency etc. The students also got to see the practical application

of various management lessons as proactive approach towards management

evident from GST preparedness of the corporate system.
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Dear Concerned

Please note the following details regarding the Industrial Visit and

Interaction v,,ith Mr. Sanjeev Pahwa ji, Chairman and Managing Director,
Ralson India Limited, Planned for 23 and 24 October 2017 . Students of
B.Com 5th Semester, Section-C will be going for this visit.

The case study is also attached herewith for the reference of the faculty
members accompanying.

23.10.2017 (Monday) Bus will start at 12:45 PM from College

Group-1 of 33 Students going (List is attached)

Faculty Members accompanying Prof Meenu Goyal and Prof Jai Parkash

24.10.2017 (Tuesdav) Bus will start at 12145 PM from College

Group-2 of 32 Students going on 24 October 2017 (List is attached)

Faculty Members accompanying.Prof Sanjay Guptr and Prof Ginni Syal

Prof Sanjay Gupta (Bus arrangement)

Prof Sarita Arora and Prof Esha Jain (Time table adjustment)

Concrned teachers for their information.

regards
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SRI AUROBINDO COLLEGE ORGANIISED
INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO RALSON INDIA

LIMITED
Sri Aurobindo College of Commerce and Management organised an Industrial Visit

to IWS Ralson India Limited. This Industrial Visit has been organised under the

guidance of Brigadier H S Bhandal, Director Education and Dr R L Behl Principal for

the students of Bcom fifth semester.In 1974. Ralson started its humble beginnings by

manufacturing cycle tyres . As time went by, Ralson grew exponentially in cycle tyre

industry which laid the foundation of its entry into automobile tyre manufacture.

Today, out of the three Ralson plants, two are devoted exclusively to automobile tyres

where a wide range of two/three-wheeler and tractor tyres are manufactured. The

journey of Ralson is marked by a relentless pursuit for quality spearheaded by

constant upgradation of manufacturing technologies. This is how Ralson has been

chuming out a wide range of finest quality tyres offering a very high level of

customer satisfaction. Prof Sanjay Gupta and Prof Ginni Syal told that the visit has

helped the students to understand the manufacturing process involved in conversion

of raw material to finished good of tyre and practical applicability of management

theory.
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Report on lndustrial Visit to Vardhman Nisshinbo Garment Limited

An lndustrialvisit to Vardhman Nisshinbo Garment Limited, Focal Point, Ludhiana was

organized by the college on Monday, 06th November 2OL7 for the students of B.Com I

students. The main objective of the visit was to interact with the executives of Production

and HR department to gain insight about the processes of the same. The lndustrial Visit was

organized to provide knowledge for the latest development in the field of production of

garments. The students were first briefed about the processes of production involved in

manufacturing of corporate shirts by Mr. Puneet Gautam, an HR executive which was then

actually shown to them step by step.

The students witnessed the manufacturing of a shirt right from selecting of the fabric till the

finishing and packing of the shirt. They were quite inquisitive about it and an interactive

session was then organized after the whole process was shown to them. The HR Head of the

plant then satiated the students by answering their queries. The students found the

lndustrial Visit to be quite fruitful from the hosiery point of view.
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Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Ltd. Ludhiana visit plan

1. On arrivalvisitors would be apprised of the VNGL business and its main activities.

2. The group will be divided into 3-4 pafts for better unde,'standing.

3. The split-groups will be taken for plant-round. The group can ask questions from the

escorting-official.

4. Post-round any/all question will be handled by senior officials

5. We have a shirt-outlet and VNGL is happyto offer a special scheme of "get a luxurious

attractive men watch on purchase of 4 men shirts ( range rs 700 to 900 per shirt)".

6. ldeally it may take 1 to 1.5 hours depending upon the visitor-queries and their learning

interest.

Special Precautions and Rules-to-follow during factory visit.

1. A general responsible adult-person common-sense to follow.

2. Strictly follow the gate rules/ safety rules / instructions and announcements, if the case so

arise.

3. The young students must respect the work-culture and all people working at shop-floor.

4. Respect can be shown by listening attentively, asking right questions and not

talking/laughing within own-selves.

5. Loosely hanging attire is not allowed. Like duppatas or Sari-loose-ends must be secured

properly. lt is for self-safety and machine safety.

6. The visitors are requested to take-off their their shoes,'footwear at a designated place and

its not allowed inside shop-floor.

7. Strictly prohibited >> any chewing gums/toffees etc, Talking on phone during interaction,

any phone / camera activities like taking selfies, music, chat etc.

8. Can speak or check any query with escorting-officials or even technical-managers, but not

to disturb the workers

9. Strictly follow the escorting official while in the factory.

Contact Person
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Ms. Richika HR Dept (0814 66257091
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Report on lndustrial Visit to Rail Coach Factorv. Kapurthala

SriAurobindo College of Commerce and Management arranged an industrial visit for its

students to Rai! Coach Factory, Kapurthala on 11th November,2017. Twenty seven

students from B.Com. first semester Section-A, along with two members of faculty, Prof.

Jinesh Jain and Prof. Puja Jain visited the factory. Established in 1986, RCF is a coach

manufacturing unit of lndian Railways. RCF has already carved a niche in the industrial

scenario of the country at large and lndian Railways in particular. After turning out its first

coach in March 1988, RCF has moved on to become the largest and most modern coach

manufacturing unit of Indian Railways. At present more than 28,000 RCF built coaches

are traversing the length and breadth of our nation. Every year RCF is adding more than

1600 coaches to this fleet, which includes AC and Non-AC coaches. !t is equipped with a

state-ofth+art machines to undertake design and manufacture of bogies. RCF is a self

iontained unit with its own shopping complex, schools, banks with ATM facilities, a

hospital, golf course, lawn-tennis courts, skating rink and such other facilities. The officer,

appointed by the factory for the industrial visit of college, showed the students various

stages involved in production and for that students visited sheet metal division and

furnishing division. This gave them a broad understanding of the process involved in

production of a coach including the functioning of a laser cutting and welding machine.

Students also came to know that RCF plans its production as per the directions given by

the Rail Board. Employees are selected through Rail Recruitment Board and technical

employees are given training as well, before being placed independently on work. Overall,

it was a learning experience for the students.
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Rail Coach Factorv. Kapurthala visit plan

Number of students = 70, from B.Com-l Sem, Sec-A

Faculty Members : Ms Puja Jain ( Sgbject PPM ), JJ

o Date & Time: 11 Nov, Time to reach 9:30 a.m.

o Departure- 7:00 am

Subject

o Production and Operations management

o To see the functioning of planning department

About the Company

Established in 1986, RCF is a coach manufacturing unit of lndian Railways. RCF has already carved a

niche in the industrial scenario of the country at large and lndian Railways , in particular. After
turning out its first coach in March 1988, RCF has moved on to become the largest and most

modern coach manufacturing unit of lndian Railways. At present more than 28,000 RCF built
coaches are traversing the length and breadth of our nation. Every year RCF is adding more than

1600 coaches to this fleet, which includes AC and Non-AC coaches for Broad Gauge.

RCF is equipped with a state-of-the-art CAD centre and CNC machines to undertake design and

manufacture of bogies, shells (both with stainless steel and corten steel).FRP interiors as per

customer's requirement. The state-of-the-a.t ,anufacturing facilities and processes have enabled

RCF to achieve excellence in Design, Development, Manufacture, lnstallation and after sales

service of Railway Coaches with a view to ensure enhanced saiisfaction of the Railcustomer.

The factory is located at a distance of 7 kms. from the historical city of Kapurthala. RCF is a self

contained unit with its own shopping complex, six schools, banks with ATM facilities and a 76

bedded hospital. Apart from this, RCF colony has a beautiful lake complex, a large sports stadium,

an 18-hole golf course, synthetic lawn-tennis courts, Astroturf Hockey Stadium, international size

swimming pool, skating rink and other sports facilities.

Products

Various types of coaches naming Broad Gaule Air Conditioneo, non-air conditioned, Self Propelled

Coaches, Coaches For Export
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Contact person: MANJEET SINGH, Sr PRO, 9779241006
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Industrial visit to Kangaroo Industries, Sahnewal

Visit to IWs Kangaroo was organised on l't NIov 2017 by Sri Aurobindo college of

commerce and management for Bcom 5tr semester Section-A Production and

Operations Management students in two shifts by dividing the students in 2 batches. In

the first batch, 33 students visited the unit accompanied by Prof. Jinesh Jain & Prof.

Priya bali. Purpose of this visit was to acquaint students about how concepts of

Operations management studied in classroom are implemented in manufacturing of

scissors and stapler pins..A specific emphasis was given on understanding of how

Quality management systems are placed in the operations. In the plant Mr. Pvitar

Singh of HR department talked to the students regarding each and every aspect of

production and operations and answered the queries of the students in a very

understandable manner. It was a good leaming experience for the students and faculty

as well.

In second batch, remaining students of the section visited the unit accompanied by Prof.

Jai Parkash and Prof. Meenu Goyal. Beside plant visit, these students also got the

opportunity to interact with Mr. Ambrish Jain, MD of Kangaroo Ind. Students asked

quality questions regarding Entrepreneurship, and got lot of inspiration from interaction

with a well-known entrepreneur. Students thanked Mr. Ambrish Jain and college for

providing this kind of exposure.
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sit to Kan aroo Ind Sahnewal dated 1

Plan

Class -- B.Com V Sem Sec A

lst Batch of 30 students + 2 faculty members wil! visit at 11 am ( start at 9:30 am from
College ) Purpose of visit: Plant visit only
Faculty : PB, SAH,JJ

2nd Batch of 30 Students + 2 faculty members will visit at 1430 Hrs ( start at 1:00 pm).

Purpose of visit: P:ant visit and interaction with Ambrish Ji at 4 pm.

Faculty : JP, ME

Learning objectives

'/ Operations management ( Assembly line system, material flow, with specific

emphasis on Quality management systems, and R & D centre )

/ Lessons on Entrepreneurship from Mr Ambrish Jain, Owner/promoter

About Co.

KANGARO group which inter-alia includes KANGARO Industries(Regd.), Kanin
(lndia), KANGARO Industries Limited & Munix (lndia) Pvt. Ltd. are wellknown
manufacturers & exporters of various products such as Staplers, Staples, Staple

Removers, Paper Punches, Scissors, Carbon Papers, Gun Tackers, Pneumatic Tools

and Industrial staples.

Infrastructure

KANGARO houses a comprehensive sheet metal comporlents manufacturing shop, a

machine shop having a range of special purpose machines, fully automatic

electroplating plant, fully automatic powder coating plant, plastic injection molding
shop besides the heat treatment shop and all other required facilities right inside. In

the staple manufacturing section, KANGARO has a fully automatic wire drawing line

to manufacture desired quality of wire that is used to manufacture staples on

completely automatic multiple wire staple manufacturing lines. KANGARO also has

the traditional single wire machines for special applications
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R&D Section And Tool Room

KANGARO has a wellequipped Research and Development Center and an ultra

modern Tool Room having allthe latest facilities CAD / CAM using the latest

softwares, CNC wire cuts, CNC EDM machines, CNC Milling machines besides

other latest machinery and eo'ripment required to.develop quality Tooling Jigs and

Fixtures which enables KANGARO to manufacture the required intemational quality

ofend products.

Quality Policy

We believe that quality is the life line of every business and we are committed to

satisfu our customers by manufacturing and supplying our products to their entire

satisfaction first time and every time with continuous upgradation in quality.

Market Presence

KANGARO has grown manifold in last five decades making KANGARO and

MUNIX most trusted brands. Supported by an efficient distribution network and a

dynamic sales team, KANGARO as on date cater to every nook & corner of India and

its product are also available at allthe modern trade channels and even used as gift
items.
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tndustrial visit of BBA students to Octave Apparels, Ludhiana dated 8th

Feb'18

2O-Feb-L7

Faculty visited

Ms. Bulbul Singh, Assistant Professor

Mr. Mahesh Kumar, Assistant Professor

Details of visiting students

BBA lV Sem-B 20

Visit timings: 10:00 to 2:00 Pm

College organised an Industrial visit for the BBA IV Sem students to a manufacturing unit of the Octave

Apparels, Jalandhar Road, Ludhiana.

On arriving port at 10:30 am, students were briefed about the business of Octave apparels. It has two

manufacturing units. Visit started with interaction of students with their designers. Students met their

head designer and saw design and development cell, which is the heart & brain of any Apparel brand.

They draw inspiration from overseas visits to places like London, Paris and China etc, which are

fountainheads of fashion trends. They also have subscribed many online fashion sites. One of their son is

deeply involved in the development process, and other one looks after the operations of manufacfuring

and retailing.

Students visited both the manufacturing units and saw compete garment production process, starting from

preparation of size pattems to cuffing, sewing, logo, brand name fusing to packing and quality check.

Visit was concluded with interaction of students with Mr Balbir, Q$rT.,, and their sons. Students
i;E;

quenched their curiosity by asking questions on incentive policy of the'eoihpany to attract and retain
: ,_ ..: ..,..

of a newemployees and talent, their retail business model, process of selecting real.estate
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tndustrial visit of BBA students to Octave Apparels, ludhiana dated 8th

Feb'18

store etc. It is shared that providing regular work over the year vis a vis seasonal employment--as

prevalent in Ludhiana garment industry-- giving due respect to each employee, and providing family like

culture are the key factors for retaining and motivating erhployees. Furtherrnore, in retailing, they work

on company owned and company operated model in their retail stores. Also, they put considerable time &

effort in due diligence before opening a new store. Moreover, they are very quick in closing a non-

performing store before it becomes a drag for their overall profitability.

The visit was very informative and students leamt a lot about the Production, Plant Layout, and quality

control. Furthermore, they are acquaintcd with complexity and challenges of Apparel Retail. In the end

students & faculty were served very lavish refreshment which they relished thoroughly.

Overall, it was great leaming experience for students as well as faculty. They saw and learnt many new

things apart from relating already known theoretical aspects with practical insights.
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lndustrial Visit to Octave apparels-7TH, 8TH FEB'18

o

o

Number of students = 40 from class BBA lVB. lt will be split into 2 batches &
each batch of 20 students willvisit on 7th, and 8th respectively.

Faculty Members :

o lorTth Feb: BS (Marketing), Ms. AKB

o For 8th: Ms Amarjit Kaur (Entpr.), PAH

O

o

Date & Time: 7th & 8th Feb'18, Time to reach 11:00 a.m.

Departure- 10:15 am

o Entrepreneurship- Vision, traits, & business model- How they selected

casual segment over formal - where Zodiac, Madura, Raymond have been

very successful- how they remain abreast with the changing trends

o To see the functioning of apparel plant.

About Octave Apparels:-

Octave Apparels is one of the leading men's wear brand in India. It was founded

in the year 1991. In 2O1I, Octave Apparels increased its product range by

introducing a new brand "METTLE" in the women category. Presently Octave

Apparels manufacture and export peadymade garments especially designed for

men, women and junior segment. Over the years octave has established as an

International brand that offers comfortable garments at an affordable price.

Octave has a strong market presence in India with over 115 Exclusive Business

Outlets and over 5OO+ Multi Brand Outlets. Currently 19
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lndustrial Visit to Octave apparels-7TH, 8TH FEB'18

Exclusive Business Outlets in UAE and exports to countries like New Zealand,

Australia, Kenya and Sri Lanka. Plans are underway to open stores in London,

Malaysia, Singapore etc., Currently Octave Apparels is manufacturing more than

2mn garments per annum.

Mr Balbir Kumar- Owner: 98151-70700

Roll numbers for Batch-l-7th Feb & remaining class will go on

8th

344
349
350
354
355
372
375
378
380
382
384
388
389
391

392
394
396
397
405
406

stc 014,

Rakshit- 9815400772
Yatin- 7889181845
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lndustrial Visit to Vardhman Special Steel-3rd Apr'18

o JK ( Company Law), AS

Alodthcfryry
Vardhman has evolved through history, from a small beginning to a modern industrial major,

under the dynamic leadership of its Chairman & Managing Director, Mr. S.P. Oswal. His vision
and insight have given Vardhman an enviable position in the Indian industry. Under his able

leadership, Vardhman is innovating, diversifying, integrating and building its various operations

into a dynamic enterprise of today.

The Vardhman Group, driven by faith in the economy development of the country, specifically
in core industrial sector, ventured into the steel industry back in the year 1973. Since then, the

company has exponentially expanded its operations on all fronts, attaining a capacity of 150,000
metric tonnes per annum producing high-grade hot rolled bars for varied applications..

Placed among the leading producers of Special and Alloy Steels, Vardhman Special Steels
Limited caters to diverse requirements of hot rolled bars for Engineering, Automotive, Tractor,
Bearing and Allied Industries. The company, for more than 40 years, has emphasized on total
customer focus in all operational areas, monitoring and nurturing relationships with all clients
and business associates.

Vardhman Special Steels Limited incorporates some of the most advanced manufacturing
facilities with equally reliable support facillties. The plant has well-conceived layout plan with
modern material handling facilities-all designed for economic processing of materials and human
skills. Vardhman's ability to adopt changes in technology is evident in its extensive use of
automation and contemporary concepts.

Extensive list of clientele

Leveraging state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities and vast experience in the domain, the
company has an extensive list of clientele, including various globally renowned corporations,
such as Toyota, Hero Moto Co.p, Caterpillar, Hino Motors, Bosch are some of the prominent
names from the list.

committed to delivering unmatched quality, vardhman Special Steels Limited is an ISo
14001:2004; OHSAS 18001:2007;ISO 9001:2008; ISO/TS 11949:2009 cerrified organization
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lndustrial Visit to Vardhman Special Steel-3rd Apr'18

VSSL's Technology

Vardhman Special Steels Limited incorporates cutting-edge manufacturing technology, ensuring
the highest levels of quality and compliance. In addition, the company acknowledges the
significance of preserving the environment and therefore, leaves no stone unturned to minimize
the carbon footprints of its facilities. VSSL's technical capabilities include:

o 30MT EAF (UHP-EBT) - GA Danielli,Italy
o LRF- 30MT Ladle Refining, Twin wire feeding for AI & S

o Vacuum Degassing Unit- VAI Technometal, Austria/Germany
o Bloom Caster - Concast Znrich, Switzerland
o Rolling Mill - Morgradshammer Sweden
o MFLT and Automatic UST
o Heat Treatment
o Bright Bar Shop

Students will be taken to visit the plant wherein they will be shown the process of steel making,
specifically how various provisions of Factory Act, Industrial dispute Act are implemented in
practical setting- Shop floor as well as outside in the plant?

Contact Person:-

Mr. M.K Srivastav-HR Head: 75080 02503 
'
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lndustrial visit of B COM ll Semester students to Vardhman Special Steels

Ltd, Ludhiana dated 3'd April 2018

This visit was very informative and students learnt a lot about the Steel

production, safety provisions followed in plant, plant layout and many

other related concepts.

Overall, it was great learning experience for students as well as faculty.

They saw and learnt many new things apart from relating already known

theoretical aspects with practical insights.
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lndustrial visit of B COM ll Semester students to Vardhman Special Steels

Ltd, Ludhiana dated 3'd April z0tg

Presentation was succeeded by the interaction of the students with

Mr. Sanjeev Singla. Students asked wide variety of questions related to

Vardhman Special Steels, safety provisions followed in plant, steel

products manufactured and their usage etc. During interaction with

students, Mr. Sanjeev Singla emphasized and advocated students that

they should believe on action rather than preaching. In the end of

presentation students & faculty were served very lavish refreshment

which they relished thoroughly.

After the interactive session, the students and teachers were taken

to the manufacturing site of the plant to witness the process of steel

making. But before that VSS personnel ensured safety of everyone visiting

the manufacturing site. All the students and teachers were asked to wear

safety helmets during the round in manufacturing site.

Students took a round of the entire manufacturing site of the plant

and witness the steel making process especially the process of

manufacturing steel bars and bright steel bars. Moreover, during the visit

students were also able to relate the safety provision, followed in the

Vardhman Special Steels Plant.
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lndustrial visit of B COM ll Semester students to Vardhman Special Steels

Ltd, Ludhiana dated 3'd April 2Ot8

4th April 2OL8

Faculty visited

Mr. Atul Shiva, Assistant Professor

Ms. Jaspreet Kaur, Assistant Professor

Details of visiting students

B Com II Sem C Section: 63

Visit timings: 9:15 a.m to 2:3O p.m.

College organized an Industrial visit for the B Com II Sem C Section

students to the Vardhman Special Steels Plant, Ludhiana.

On arriving at VSS at around at 10:30 €urf., students and

accompanying teachers were taken to a seminar hall and a detailed

presentation about Vardhm€ur Group and Vardhman Special Steels was

given by Mr. Chandrika Rao (HR Manager, VSS).

The presentation included introduction to VSS, its management, the

kinds of steels manufactured at VSS, the major clientele of Vardhm€u:I

steel, the competitors of VSS. Moreover the manufacturing process was

also explained right from acquisition of raw material to finished goods,

and also the technologr used at VSS was
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INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO VARDHMAN NISSHINBO GARMENTS LTD

Overview about VNGL

Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Limited is a joint venture between Vardhman Group and Japan-

based Nisshinbo Textiles Inc. The Company is into manufacturing high-end premium quality

shirts for large retail brands. Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Co. Ltd is equipped with world

class machines from Japan, Germany, USA, China etc. and capable of manufacturing over 1.8

million shirts per annum. \rNGL is one of the Post Cure Wrinkle Free shirts manufacturers in

India. A hallmark of quality, VNGL has earned the International Compliance Certificates

through WCA and SEDEX Certification. VNGL is also a Green Channel Certification holder

from top apparel brands of India. Its clients top domestic brands which include Louis Philippe,

Van Heusen, Color Plus, Wills Lifestyle etc., and international brands like Tokyo Shirts, Pussers

USA.

Sri Aurobindo College Of Commerce And Management organized an Industrial Visit to

Vardhman Nisshinbo Garments Ltd on 23'd August20l6 for the students of B.Com 5th Semester.

Three faculty members Prof. Mahesh Kumar, Prof. Suvidha Kamra and Prof. Priya Bali

accompanied forfy seven students who were further divided into three batches. All the students

were briefed about the company profile as given above before the visit.

Objectives of the visit

Objectives of the visit were shared, which were to understand the systems, practices adopted by a

world class manufacturing facility. To get an overview of how an assembly line operations work,

quality managements systems being followed, and productivity management of the unit etc.

Detail of the visit

Forty seven visiting students were divided into three batches. Each batch was headed by

escorting officers namely Richika Rana (H.R. Officer), Jaishree Chauturvedy (Labour Weltare

Officer) and Rajiv Ranjan (Quality & Industry Eng. Head).

The escorting officers guided the students about the various stages of formal shirt manufacturing

like designing, cutting of fabric, sewing, finishing, quality control, packaging, etc.
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They learnt that how the whole process oi manufacturing was divided into certain key sub

process naming Designing (CAD), Cutting, Sewing, Assembling, Finishing and packaging. Each

labor person is skilled at particular operation like sewing of placket, collar, pocket or cuff etc. It

is helping improving productivity and quality. Furthermore, there are 5 such production lines

each serving different brands keeping into mind their quality requirements (relatively stringent or

not). Right quality is being insured in whole process, right from fabric inspection to finishing and

packing of the final product. There are even special quality control person deployed on each line.

Students are studying Production and Operations Management in classroom, but here they felt

elated as they got an opportunity to relate the theoretical concepts learnt in the class to the actual

shop floor experience. They asked a number of quality questions regarding manufacturing which

were satisfactorily answered by the escorting offtcers. All in all, it was a great learning

experience for both students and faculty members.
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Industrial visit : Students
group of Companies

On the same day,5th Sep'16, three AGMs of 3 different companies of Vardhman Group were
planned at different times. So, selected students from B.Com and BBA classes were divided into
3 groups to attend various meetings. Broad plan of attending meetings was as mentioned below:-

Class No of students Visit

B.Com-Sem-3 - C,
BBA-Sem-3-B

11
Vardhman Textiles l-td,
9:00 am

Prof Jaspreet Kaur

14
Vardhman Acrylic Ltd,
11:00 am

Prof Monica Sethi

B.Com-Sem-3 - B,

BBA-Sem-3-A
10

Vardhman Holdings Ltd,
3:00 pm

Prof Priya Bali

Objectives of visit

Theoretically, students who attended the meetings were u'eiJ arvare of as what AGM is, its

pu{pose, and how it is conducted, but the objective of this visit was to provide them an

opportunity to see how the company law provisions studiecl by them in classroom are being

followed practically, so that they could relate and hence better assimilate the concepts/aspects

already taught, or going to be taught in future, in the classroom.

Detail of the visit

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF VARDHMAN HOLDINGS LIMITED

Students of B Com III semester and BBA III semester got rrn opportunity to attend the 52nd

Annual General Meeting of (AGM) of Vardhman Holdings Limited' which was held on 5'h

September 2016. Students of Compairy Law and Regulatory Framework of Companies had a

practical experience as to how in realitl, the AGir,4 of the company is conducted. Theorctically

students were well aware of as what AGM is and how it is conducted but this industrial visit was

a great learning platform for them.

In the AGM, the Chairman addressed to the Shareholders and discussed about performance and

future plans of the company. Then the CS continued with the t'r:solutions which are to be passed

and already being sent to the shareholders 21 days before !ii: 11 aqd there was e-voting

for these resolutions. Those shareholders, w'lto didrr't vcteprocess
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Faculty accompanying

B.Com-Sem-3 - A,
BBA-Sem-3-A



the open voting through the medium of Ballot Box. There was a small interaction between the

students and CS The students of company law got the real picture of the meeting. Students and

Faculty got practical exposure of company law which would be helpful and fruitful for both.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF'VARDHMAN TEXTILES LIMITED

Students of B Com III semester and BBA III semester got an opportunity to attend the 43rd

Annual General Meeting of (AGM) 'Vardhman Textiles Limited' which was held on 5th

September, 2016 at 9:00 a.m onwards. Students of Company Law and Regulatory Framework of
Companies had a practical experience as to how in reality the AGM of the company is conducted.

Theoretically students were well aware of as what AGM is and how it is conducted but this

industrial visit was a great learning platform for them. AGM, started with the welcome note by

Company Secretary, Ms. Karan Kamal Walia. Followed by the speech of Chairman of the

Company, in his address to the shareholders and others, The Chairman highlighted company's

performance and position. Moreover, He also talked about the'Self Renewal' concept of VTXL.

He also answered the queries of the shareholders. After that, CS requested the shareholders to

participate in voting through the medium of Ballot Box on proposed resolutions. There was a

small interaction between the students and CS. Students were able to relate what they leam in

class and what they observe practically. Overall, it was a great learning experience for both

students and teachers, to observe as to how the company law provisions are followed while

conducting AGM. All in all, it was a very productive and fruitful industrial visit.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF VARDHMAN ACRYLTC LIMITED

The students of Bcom 3rd semester and BBA 3rd semester got alt opporturity to attend the 26th

annual general meeting of (AGM)'Vardhman Acrylic Limited' rvhich rvas held on 5th September,

2016. The Company Larv students got a real life expcrience of the working of a

company through the medium of this industrial visit. Befbre taking the students to attend this

meeting, they were taught and briefbd about the lbrum of AGM and the objectives o1'holding

this meeting by any company as they rtere yet to study the topic of meetings in their company

law class. ln the AGM, the chainnan in his address to the shareholders, apprised thern of the

company' s pertbrmance and future plans. He also ansrverecl the queries of the shareholders.

T'hen shareholders, who didn't take par:t in e-voting on proposed resolutions, participated in

voting through the medirrm ol'Ballot Box during the rneeting and faculty got

proceedings o1'practical exposure on the application of cotnpany law provi
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shareholders' meeting live through this visit. Norv, they will be able to relate to this topic in

class in a better way. The visiting students will be sharing this experience in the class for the

greater advantage of the entire lot of students.
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Report on Industrial Visif to Bansal $qinnine Mills Limited

Sri Aurobindo College of Commerce arranged an industrial visit for its students to Bansal

Spinning Mills Limited, Sahnewal on 19th September,2016. Nineteen students from BBA along

with two members of faculty, Ms. Puja Jain and Ms. Priyanka Jain visited the unit. Bansal

Spinning Mills Limited (BSML) incorporated as a Public Ltd. Company on l3th January 1998.

BSML specializes in manufacture of woolen yarns, woolen fabrics, tops and combed materials.

The Company is being managed by three directors viz. Sh. Sat Pal Bansal, Sh. Sanjay Bansal and

Sh. Chintan Bansal. Nahar, Reid and Taylor, Raymond and Indian Army are among its domestic

buyers while they also have customers in UK, Italy etc. BSML, having 12500 Spindles, wishes

to grow by building its reputation as a caring organisation, utilizing all its resources through team

work, and continuous emphasis on human resource development.

Objectives of the visit

Main objective of the visit was to understand Human Resource Management systems and

practices followed by a small scale company. As most of the students who belong to business

class family have business of small scale, it would be relevant for them to take an overview of

the level of systems and practices being followed, extent of professionalism observed, and

various challenges particularly in manpower management faced by a small scale business.

Details of the visit

Students were given a briefing about the company and also a few questions pertaining to HR

practices were suggested to them, answers of which they should seek from the authorities there.

Mr. S.M.Mishra, Quality Manager, gave a small introduction about the company and then took

students out to see the production area where he showed them the various stages involved in

manufacturing process. Thereafter, students had a discussion with Mr.'Urnesh Sharma, HR

manager, and Mr. Chintan Bansal, Director of the company regarding various HR practices that

the company followed. Mr. Chintan started with a note highlighting the importance of human

resources and thereby stating the significance of HR department. He believed that HR has an

important role to play because if people are charged up then they can do miracles for the

organisation. Answering to questions regarding their selection process, he ansu,ered that after

requirement generation, resumes are called from different management consultants/companies.
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Thereafter the HR manager scrutinizes the resumes and call candidates for interview. For

resourcing their workforce, company uses references and campus placements. HR manager takes

care of induction of new joinees of staff and IR manager looks after the induction of workers.

Talking on the motivational aspects he emphasized that employees' social needs are to be taken

care of; they should be provided with good environment, incentives etc. to keep them stimulated.

For this they organize various activities on l5th August,26th January, sports day etc. At these

social events, workers are commended for their efficiency, attendance, and the like. Internal

promotions have resulted in few of the supervisors becoming plant heads. The worker who

brings new candidates is also given monetary incentive. Answers for questions related to

performance appraisal revealed that there are different appraisal criteria for different departments

depending on the type of work. They give targets to workers and then at the end of the appraisal

period their performance is measured against the standards. The workers are evaluated on targets

achieved by them, wastages, breakdowns, condition of their machines, attendance etc. HODs

prepare monthly reports on these aspects and people are graded into A, A plus, B, B plus and C

categories. At the end their increments and promotions are decided accordingly. Though the

company doesn't have a provision for developmental interventions for the staff for developing

specific skills like decision making, leadership, communication etc. but a newly inducted worker

undergoes Onthe-job training for few days which includes training on machine operations,

wastage control, fire and safety measures, knowledge about company and its products etc. If
needed employees are also sent outside to learn about new technologies. Company takes due

measures for health and safety of workers which include regular supply of water to combat with

heat in production area, tea, medical insurances (despite not covered under ESI), and a medical

practitioner for any casualty. Women workers are treated equally but leave provision for

pregnant women is there. Company also has a committee for prevention of sexual harassment.

Pick and drop bus facility is available. Though pro-active steps are taken to prevent any conflict

or grievance arising mainly out of issues.pertaining to salary, attendance, appraisals yet a

Grievance Redressal Committee has been formulated headed by IR manager. Director of the

company himself looks into the register maintained for grievances. Practice of 'Open window'

on Saturdays is followed for grievance handling. Suggestion box is also placed in the unit.

Company considers retention and care of employees as utmost irnportant but at the same time

expects its staff members to realize that they work for company and hence, owe their
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commitment to it. Normal working hours are 8 for 26 days in a month but since people come

from outside Ludhiana so they want to earn more and therefore they can work ll-12 hours for

which they are paid overtime. Wages are fixed and paid monthly. Incentives are production

based and paid on weekly basis. Inorder to manage labour absenteeism, they are motivated to

intimate beforehand about their intention to go on leave. At the end, Mr. Chintan marked at the

significance of robust MIS for the success of any organisation. He advised the students, that if
they want to become good administrators then they must devise a strong MIS which can

facilitate them keep a check on the functioning of the company.
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Industrial Visit : Bansal Spinning, Sahnewal

\,,

Introduction

. PIACC Of ViSit : BANSAL SPINNING MILLS LIMITED, SAHNEWAL,
Ludhiana

o Number of students :40, from BBA III Sem, and BBA V Sem
o Faculty Members : Ms Puja Jain, Ms Priyanaka Jain ( Both faculty members are

teaching HR )

Broad plan of the visit

1. Total number of students :40 accompanied by 2-3 faculty members.

2. We shall brief the students about your company in advance to save the time

3. Time to reach the unit will be 10:30 am

4. The group will be divided into 2 to 3 parts for better understanding

5. Students will be briefly apprised about the production processes of the unit

6. The split-groups will be taken for a quick plant-round

7. They will be briefed about the HR Related activities of your company, Covering

Recruitment, its processes, sources, Training & Development, and Major

challenges being faced by the company in manpower management

BANSAL SPINNING MILLS LIMITED : AN INTRODUCTION

Bansal Spinning Mills Lirnited (BSML) incorporated as a Public Ltd. Company on 13th

Januaqi- 1998. BSML specializes in manufacture of woolen yarns, woolen fabrics, tops
and combed materials. The Company is being managed by three directors viz. Sh. Sat

Pal Bansal, Sh. Sanjay Bansal and Sh. Chintan Bansal.

Markets

We are registered with DGS&D (Directorate General of Supplies & Disposals)
department which covers all paramilitary forces i.e ITBP, BSF, CRPF etc, all State's
Police and Railway supplies.

Export : We are exporting Worsted Weaving Yarns to various countries like U.K, Ital1,,
Turkey, Spain, Iran, Israel, etc

Local Market : We are enioying very good reputation and our quality has been very

t

well approved in the local market
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Industrial Visit : Bansal lnnl Sahnewal

Plants and Capacities

We are Bansal Spinning Mills Ltd. based at Ludhiana North India.We are having latest
& well equiped Worsted Plant with production sections as under:

WOOL SCOURING & Combing--: We are having Wool Scouring Plant of Petrie
Mc Naught U.K, Thibeau Carding Machines CA6, NSC Gill Boxes GC 13 with PB 30
& 31 Combers with a capacity of 1.20 Million Kgs Per Annum....

DYEING----- We are having Latest HTHP Dyeing machines ranging from I Kg to
250 Kgs , R/F Dryer of Strayfeild UK , NSC Deflter. In dyeing lab we have Data Color
AC 400 , Washing Fastness Tester etc to ensure proper dyeing Fastness & shade

matching.

SPINNING----- We are having 12500 Spindles with PB 30 Combers for Recombing. In
preparatory we are having GC l3ll4, GV 20 FIvtV 36 & FM 8. Zinser Ring Frames

42lE with Siro & Lycra attachments. In Winding we have Schlaflrorst 338 & Savio
Polar along with VTS09 & Muratta TFO's. We are having two seperate lines for Ecru &
Dyed Yarns.
We are manufacturing Worsted Yarns in 100% Wool, Poly/Wool Wool A{ylon &
Wool/Acrylic blends from Count Range of l8Nm 120 Nm. We are

also manufacturing Siro & Lyuayarns in Ecru & Dyed.

We ensure quality is achieved by checking it at every stage of production. In our lab
we have Uster UT3 , Almeter, Uster Tensorapid, TPI Tester Jweigle Switzerland, Air
Flow Meter Vira KDG England etc.We are having strong Technical staff members with
well trained workforce to manufacture quality yarns.We are having a capacity to
manufacture 1.10 Million Kgs per annum.

1. Sh. Sat Pal Bansal is Managing Director of the company and looking after Export
Marketing and Govt. procurement and supply. He also looks after the production
infrastructure of the company.

2. Sh. Sanjay Bansal is whole time director of the company and is looking after the
finance of the company and other day to day activities of the company.

3. Sh. Chintan Bansal is also whole tirne director of the company and is looking after
production and purchases and other administra ated activities ol the
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Industrial Visit : Bansal lnnln Sahnewal

Mr. Urnesh, HR, 09217500666

Main Subject Area for the visit : HR

\r7

Questionnaire for visit

Recruitment

l. To understand the Recruitment process ( from identiffing/requisitions the need

of manpower from various departments to selection process & induction of
newly joined persons )

2. Main preferred sources of recruitment e.g. Job portals, employee referrals, Walk

ins, Campus recruitment etc.

3. Method of selection i.e. Interview, any test, checking references, Fitness medical

test etc

4. Any Issues/Challenges being faced while recruiting the suitable candidates.

Training & Development

l. Is there any formal structure for imparting training to newly recruited workers or
staff?

2. Training methods used :-

a. On Job training : Mentoring, Position rotations, Apprenticeship etc

b. Off Job : Classroom,Internship, Vestibule training etc.

c. Any other

Challenges

3. Major challenges being faced by the company in manpower management

Overall

HR processes being followed in a small scale orga
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issues faced by them
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Industrial Visit : Bansal Spinning, Sahnewal

Note:- The given questions are representatives not extensive. Accompanying
faculfy can include more questions in it wherever felt necessary
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